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Why Would Congress Allow a Default? 

#defaultpanel 



--Congress didn’t pass appropriations bill for new fiscal 
year starting on October 1st, so government shuts down 

 

-- Debt limit:  Congress has to authorize borrowing to 
cover debts, President can’t just borrow without 
authority 
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Shutdown:  we won’t spend the money 

Default:  we haven’t got the money 

#defaultpanel 



--Since 1979, when Democrats control House debt limit 
automatically raised to cover spending 

 

--Republican takeover of House in 1994 election; 
Gingrich changed the rules, forced government 
shutdown 

 

--When Democrats control Congress, no separate debt 
limit vote; Republican control, insist on vote 
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Why has debt vote broken down? 

#defaultpanel 



“Increasing America’s debt weakens us domestically and 

internationally. Leadership means that ‘the buck stops here.’ 

Instead, Washington is shifting the burden of bad choices 

today onto the backs of our children and grandchildren. 

America has a debt problem and a failure of leadership. 

Americans deserve better.  I therefore intend to oppose the 

effort to increase America’s debt limit.”  

    --Senator Barack Obama, 2006 
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It’s politically tempting to vote against 

increasing the debt limit 
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--Since 2011, enacted $2.5 trillion in cuts 

 

---Budget cuts reducing economic growth by 1.5 %, loss of 

two million jobs  

 

--2013 deficit will be 5.3 % of GDP, from 10.6% in 2009 
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Severe budget cuts taking place 
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--This is the fifth shutdown or default threat since 

March 2011 

 

--FY2010 spending was $1185 billion 

--FY2014 Senate budget falls $127 billion,-10.7%) 

--FY2014 House budget falls $218 billion, -18.4 %) 
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Republican threats are working 
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-- Not a parliamentary system 

-- House preventing a “clean bill” from a vote 

-- Republicans scared of primary challenges from the 

right 

-- Gerrymandering and voter suppression from state 

electoral victories in 2010 
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How can they do this? 
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Obama      House  

Margin  State   Rs Ds 

+ 3.0%  Ohio   16  4 

+ 3.9%  Virginia   8  3 

+ 5.4%  Pennsylvania 11  5 
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Gerrymandering worked!  

Obama wins, Republicans control House 
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--Continuing battles over debt and spending 

 

--Current debt limit extension “compromises” offer at 
most four months 

 

--Continued erosion of government spending across 
the board 

 

--Pressure to cut Social Security and Medicare 
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What’s the future look like? 
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